
 
Succeeding together - fostering a love of learning, within a nurturing Christian 

community, to bring out ‘the best in everyone’. 

How can I say “I can’t’ when the Bible says: I can do everything through Him who gives me strength.’ Philippians 4:13 

 

Geography Vocabulary - by year group and/or topic 

 

KS1 Geography 

‘Pupils should develop knowledge about the world, the United Kingdom and their 

locality. They should understand basic subject-specific vocabulary relating to 

human and physical geography and begin to use geographical skills, including first-

hand observation, to enhance their locational awareness.’ - National Curriculum  
*Locational knowledge, place knowledge, human and physical geography and geographical skills 

& fieldwork.* 

 

 

EYFS 

same different similar 

then now before 

after next  Autumn 

Winter Spring Summer 

environment  place quiet 

busy calm noisy 

similar same different 

old new past/present 

forwards backwards route 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Year 1 & 2  Habitats around the world 

habitat microhabitat depend 

survive conditions life processes 

living dead never living 

food chain food sources shelter 

urban rainforest arctic 

ocean river desert 

mountain coastal woodland 

continent country world 

 

Year 1 & 2 Fire! Fire! 

London United Kingdom England 

Wales Scotland Wales 

River Thames capital city landmark  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

KS2 Geography  

 

‘Pupils should extend their knowledge and understanding beyond the local area to 

include the United Kingdom and Europe, North and South America. This will 

include the location and characteristics of a range of the world’s most significant 

human and physical features. They should develop their use of geographical 

knowledge, understanding and skills to enhance their locational and place 

knowledge.’ National Curriculum  

*Locational knowledge, place knowledge, human and physical geography and 

geographical skills & fieldwork.* 

 

Year 3 & 4 This is our world  

hemisphere equator polar 

environment  climate weather 

precipitation  The Tropics biomes 

compass co-ordinates Grid references 

longitude latitude symbols 

physical geography human geography global warming 

topography  land-use  

 

Year 3 & 4 Groovy Greeks 

Greece Europe Northern Hemisphere 

Aegean Sea Ionian Sea Myrtoan Sea 

Sea of Crete islands mainland  

Athens Sparta compass 

North  South East  

West similarities differences 

 



 

 

 

 

 

Year 5 & 6 Ancient Civilisations  

Aztec pyramids palaces 

monuments statues tribe 

Valley of Mexico Lake Texcoco Tenochtitlán  

settlement similarities differences 

human geography physical geography   

 

 


